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Abstract:
The association of Cu-X (X=-H, -Cl and -F) with H2CCHCHmYn and HCCCHmYn (Y= -Cl, 
-F, -OH, -CH3) has been studied at high level of theory. The Density Functional Theory 
(DFT) at B3LYP/6-311G(d,p)//B3LYP/6-311+G(3df,2p) level has been chosen to calculate 
the structure and the relative stability of 24 different complexes. The interaction of Cu-F 
with the derivatives of ethylene and acetylene was found very strong, with interaction 
energies close to those of conventional covalent bonds. In all complexes, the most stable 
structure was found when Cu-X is positioned on the unsaturated CC bond, forming a three-
membered ring that leads to longer CC bond distances. Both ethylene and acetylene 
complexes show similar trends of interaction energies with respect to the same moiety. All 
electronic indexes analyzed by means of the QTAIM, ELF and NBO formalisms, indicate 
that the strength of the interaction should increase with the number of withdrawing 












Non-covalent intermolecular forces play a major role in biological systems and mediating 
processes such as receptor-ligand interactions, enzyme bindings and antigen-antibody 
recognition. When transition metals are involved, it is known that they form complexes 
with conjugated systems, this is especially true with cations; they bind to rich-electron p 
systems, phenomena that have been observed in gas phase and solvated systems.[1-4] The 
most important feature of this type of non-covalent interactions is that they are mostly 
electrostatic.[5-9] 
Copper is an essential trace element found in small amounts in cells and tissues. It is 
required for structural and catalytic properties of a variety of important enzymes, including 
cytochrome oxidase, tyrosinase, p-hydroxyphenyl pyruvate hydrolase, dopamine beta 
hydroxylase, lysyl oxidase, and Cu-zinc superoxidase dismutase (Cu, Zn-SOD).[10] 
Furthermore, amino acids, particularly histidine, methionine, and cysteine, when they are 
linked with Cu, allow absorption through an amino acid transport system.[11] For instance, 
although Cu+ complexes does not exhibit visible absorbance due to a full d-valence band, 
they absorb strongly in the UV region of the spectrum due to charge transfer between the 
metal and the associated ligands. [11] 
In biological systems, it is well known that Cu binds to proteins or cofactors via cation-p 
interactions. It is very important to state that biological systems rely on this type of 
interaction to create photoreceptors, links with peptides and are capable to withdraw a 
system inside a hydrophobic cavity inside a protein.[12,13] 
The oxidation state of the metal is also an important point to understand the behavior of the 
systems. Cu ions can exist in both an oxidized cupric (Cu2+), or reduced, cuprous (Cu+), 
state. One of relevant oxidation states of Cu to understand the intrinsic behavior of these 
complicated systems by investigating the interactions is Cu(I), which is also presented in 
biochemical media. 
Due to the relation of copper with biological reactions, it is vital to study the interaction of 








and electron withdrawing substituents in order to understand the nature of the interactions 
of copper and these organic systems. Cu(I), due to its closed-shell electronic configuration 
[Ar]3d10, presents spherical symmetry, preferring linear bicoordination, trigonal 
tricoordination and tetrahedral or tetracoordination structures. 
Taking that as antecedent and based on the recent study on fluorinate ethylene and 
acetylene compounds towards CuF, [14,15] the present study will focus on the study of 2-
substituted prop-1-ene and prop-1-yne derivatives towards CuX (X=H, F, Cl). The main 
aim is to explore the impact of substituting of position 2 of the ethylene and acetylene on 
the interaction between the double/triple bonds and halide/hydride copper. Replacing 
various substituents might contribute in different ways in the interacting zones by 
strengthening or weakening bonds. The main objective is to understand the different factors 
that are responsible for the CuX-p interaction using electron donating and withdrawing 
substituents in the 2 position, especially those which could be observed between both 
interacting species when replacing the counter ion in CuX by F,Cl and H. 
2. Computational details. 
Density Functional Theory (DFT) was chosen for geometry optimization and vibrational 
frequencies calculations of the molecules, since previous theoretical works show a good 
performance for this kind of systems.[14] The geometry of the monomers and complexes 
under survey has been fully optimized using B3LYP[16,17] functional combined with 6-
311G(d,p) basis set. The same level of theory was used to calculate the harmonic 
vibrational frequencies to confirm that the stationary points found correspond to local 
minima of the potential energy surface. Frequency calculations were also used to evaluate 
the zero-point energy (ZPE), thermal correction of enthalpy and thermal correction of free 
energy. To ensure reliable energies single point calculations on the optimized geometries 
were achieved at B3LYP/6-311+G(3df,2p) level of theory. The basis set superposition 
errors has not been considered in our calculations since the basis set considered is so large 
that this error could be negligible.[18,19]  
Previous studies stated that the B3LYP optimized geometries are very close to those given 







structures.[15] Therefore, for our calculations we have chosen B3LYP to optimize 
geometries and obtain the energies of the systems. All the calculations have been carried 
out with the Gaussian09 computational package.[20]
The study of the electronic density and the chemical bonding between the interacting 
entities was done by means of three population analysis techniques: QTAIM [21,22] 
(quantum theory of atoms in molecules), ELF [23] (electron localization function) and 
NBO [24] (natural bond orbital). Each one of these techniques has been performed in order 
to answer specify issues. For the QTAIM we focused on the electron density and its 
laplacian values at the most important bond critical points (BCPs) of the systems. Within 
the ELF techniques proposed by Becke and Edgecombe and which allow the division of the 
density in regions where electron pairs are localized, we performed a detailed inspection of 
the interacting areas. The NBO was used in order to understand the orbital exchange 
between the metal and the double and triple bonds by means of the second-order orbital 
interaction energies. The QTAIM calculations were carried out with the AIMall[25] 
computational package. The calculations of NBO were done by means of the NBO6 series 
of programs[26] whereas ELF results were obtained by TOPMOD suit of programs[27]. 
To get the electronic factors that contribute in the energy binding between the unsaturated 
organic moiety with CuY, the ETS-NOCV energy decomposition scheme has been used.
This scheme, originated from a combination of the extended transition state (ETS)[28] 
energy decomposition approach with the natural orbitals for chemical valence (NOCV) 
analysis,[29,30] presents the binding energy as the sum of four energy components divided 
in two categories: attractive and repulsive. For the attractive components we find 
electrostatic interaction energy, ΔEelstat and the orbital interaction energy, ΔEorb, which 
correspond to the classical electrostatic interaction and the orbital interactions between the 
involved fragments. For the repulsive components we can cite Pauli repulsion energy, 
ΔEPauli, and the steric energy, ΔEster, which account for the repulsive interactions between 
the occupied orbitals and the hindrance of the fragments. To obtain this decomposition 
Amsterdam Density functional (ADF) suite of programs[31] has been used by applying the 
ETS-NOCV procedure at B3LYP/TZ2P level of theory[16,17] on the optimized structures. 












and their interaction (Eint) energy. De is defined as the difference between the energy of the 
complex and the energy of the two subunits separated at infinite distance in their electronic 
ground states and Eint is the difference between the energy of the complex and the energy of 
the monomers at the geometry they have within the complex. To obtain the interaction 
energies, we calculate the deformation energy (Edef) of the subunits which is given as the 
energy difference between the monomers at the equilibrium geometry and at the geometry 
in the complex. Edef is added to the De to obtain the final interaction energies. Using the 
following equation coming from the thermodynamic cycle shown in scheme 1. 




















Y= H, Cl, F 
X= CH3, CH2F, CH2Cl, CH2OH, CF3, CCl3, C(OH)3 
Scheme 1: Thermodynamic cycle used to calculate dissociation energies, in CuY and 
unsaturated systems. 
3. Results and discussions: 
As mentioned above, our main objective is to study the interaction of CuY(Y= H, Cl, F) 
with 2-subtituted prop-1-ene and prop-1-yne. We have calculated eight derivatives of 
ethylene and acetylene, to get in this objective three types of substituents have been chosen: 
i) An electronic donor substituent reflected by methyl and tert-butyl substituents in position 















in the earlier methyl by fluorine or chlorine atoms iii) A resonant electronic donor such as
hydroxyl group(s) attached to position 2 instead of one or the three hydrogen atoms. It is 
worth noting that two of the considered substituents of i) are bulky in order to analyze their
structural influence towards CuY. Since many of the species under study could present 
different conformational structures a previous exploration of the possible rotamers was 
done. In Tables 1 and 2 the values of the dissociation (De), deformation (Edef) and 
interaction (Eint) energies of the acetylene and ethylene-CuY complexes released on the 
most stable conformer are reported. 
Table 1: The decomposition energy following scheme 1 for the interaction of CuY 
(Y=H,F,Cl) with H2C=CXH. (Values are in kJ/mol) 
X 
CuH CuCl CuF 
Eint Edef De Eint Edef De Eint Edef De 
CH3 -94.9 13.9 -81.0 -148.0 19.4 -128.7 -169.5 22.1 -147.4 
CH2F -88.8 15.8 -73.0 -140.7 21.6 -119.2 -163.8 24.4 -139.3 
CH2Cl -88.4 14.2 -74.2 -140.1 19.7 -120.4 -162.7 22.5 -140.1 
CH2OH -96.5 13.7 -82.8 -150.2 19.4 -130.8 -171.5 21.9 -149.6 
C(CH3)3 -93.0 13.5 -79.5 -148.3 18.6 -129.7 -160.1 20.1 -140.0 
CF3 -79.4 18.6 -60.7 -129.3 23.9 -105.4 -154.7 27.9 -126.8 
C(OH)3 -90.0 14.8 -75.1 -141.5 20.5 -121.0 -170.6 25.7 -145.0 















Table 2: The decomposition energy following scheme 1 for the interaction of CuY 
(Y=H,F,Cl) with HCºCX. (Values are in kJ/mol)
X CuH CuCl CuF 
Eint Edef De Eint Edef De Eint Edef De 
CH3 -102.9 18.0 -84.9 -154.8 24.0 -130.8 -179.4 29.8 -149.7 
CH2F -98.1 20.2 -77.9 -149.2 26.8 -122.4 -175.7 32.9 -142.8 
CH2Cl -97.8 19.3 -78.5 -149.0 25.9 -123.1 -175.2 32.1 -143.1 
CH2OH -102.5 19.7 -82.8 -154.8 26.0 -128.8 -180.5 32.0 -148.5 
C(CH3)3 -102.5 15.3 -87.2 -156.2 20.8 -135.4 -164.5 20.0 -144.5 
CF3 -90.4 25.7 -64.7 -140.0 31.9 -108.1 -169.5 39.1 -130.4 
C(OH)3 -100.0 21.2 -78.8 -152.1 27.9 -124.2 -170.1 31.7 -138.4 
CCl3 -65.5 -91.7 26.2 -110.0 -142.1 32.1 -131.7 -170.6 38.9 
The first conspicuous fact is that the interaction between all the studied compounds with the 
different copper-halides is very strong. This is reflected by the higher absolute values of the 
dissociation energies observed which values are close to the energy of a conventional 
covalent bond. In our three sets of complexes, Cu-F set gives the strongest complexes with 
dissociation energies in a range 130-150 kJ mol−1, while Cu-H complexes are the weakest 
with a De in the range 60-83 kJ mol−1. Dissociation energies of Cu-Cl complexes have been 
found to be oscillating between 105 to 131 kJ mol−1, which makes them stronger compared 
to Cu-H complexes, yet, still weaker than Cu-F complexes.[15] This is due mainly to the 
increased electronegativity of the atom bonded to copper when going from proton to 
fluorine through chlorine atom. 
Exploring the structural changes due to this interaction, the contribution of fluorine 
compared to chlorine or hydrogen lead to great perturbations of the organic moiety when 
the interaction takes place. Hereafter, the interaction of Cu-Y brings almost no perturbation 
to double or the triple bond in acetylene or ethylene. The lost of planarity in the former and 
the angular changes in the later is a good reflection of these interactions. For Cu-F 
interaction, the angle a, following scheme 2, in the prop-1-ene is around 162º while for Cu-












1-yne as a reference the angle a is about 160º for copper fluorine while for copper hydride 
it is around 164º. This demonstrates that although the interaction is strong, the 
hybridization of the unsaturated carbon apparently presents slight changes. 











Scheme 2: A representative scheme of the complex with the angle variation upon 
complexation. 
To understand why geometry does not substantially change under substitution, we tried to 
explore the deformation energy. In this step we will expand scheme 1 to include two new 
energy components. The interaction between copper halide and acetylene/propene can be 
viewed also by considering the deformation of the complex besides the deformation of the 
monomer. So De can be partitioned into two energy components: the interaction energy and 
the deformation energy. 
Taking into account the possibility of two processes these values can be associated to the 
monomer deformation, Edef or to the complex deformation, Edef(c). The interaction energy 
is, thus, related to the interaction of the undistorted monomers Eint or the interaction to get 
the deformed one Eint(c). Since the copper halide is linear its deformation energy appears 
negligible (around 0.5 kJ/mol). For this objective in Figures 1a and 1b we have selected 
some significant derivatives of ethylene and acetylene. The main reason is to highlight the 
intrinsic transformation with and without Cu-Y association. So the most important changes 
can be obtained on the unsaturated species. 
The analysis of the values represented in Figures 1a-1b shows that the energy cost to 
deform the complex is always smaller than the one needed to deform the isolate monomer. 
Independently of the substituent nature and the type of the unsaturated organic compounds 











values appears to be the reasonable way to analyze the different effects affecting the 
complexation. Hence to analyze the substituent effect on the interaction of acetylene and 
ethylene with CuY it seems sufficient to examine the changes involving the hydride 
derivative. In fact, avoiding the halogen effect on copper the major contributions may be 
provided by the substituent attached to position 2. 
In the acetylene-CuH and ethylene-CuH complexes the differences between Edef and Edef(c) 
increase when going from the least to the most electronegative substituent. The 
withdrawing electronic effect of the substituent appears the most important factor that 
accentuates the gap between these two values along the studied set of compounds. Indeed, 
if we take the tert-butyl substitution in prop-1-ene the difference between Edef and Edef(c) is 
about 3 kJ/mol, when CuH is involved, whereas in the CF3 substitution this difference 
attains about 10 kJ/mol (see Figure 1a). 







































































































Figure 1a: Thermodynamic cycle relating De (black) with the deformation energy of the 
interacting monomers, Edef (blue), and the deformation energy of the complex, Edef(c) (red) 








   
        







































































































Figure 1b: Thermodynamic cycle relating De (black) with the deformation energy of the 
interacting monomers, Edef (blue), and the deformation energy of the complex, Edef(c) (red) 
for the most significant acetylene derivatives. 
To recover the halogen effect on copper in the interaction we can trace the variation of the 
gap between Edef and Edef (c) on the terc-butyl derivative. In fact, switching the hydrogen by 
chlorine the difference increases from 3 to approximately 6 kJ/mol. If we take CuF the 
difference between these values is incremented to attain about 9 kJ/mol. These variations 
can be generalized for all the compounds under scrutiny with the exception of ethylene 
substituted by C(OH)3 where Edef (c) is observed higher than Edef and so the gap is negative. 
This exception can be understood by the OH hydrogen bonds that take place when CuCl 
interacts with the organic moiety, also by the lack of rotational freedom of this substituent. 
The deformation in this case does not only involve the structure of the complex but the 
weakening or the break of the hydrogen bond between chlorine and one of hydroxyl 
hydrogen. 
Summarizing the deformation energy is important in the complexation process however it 
is not perceptible in the structural changes that the organic moiety suffers. It is apparently 
clear that all the alterations are mostly electronic. Hence, to get deeply on this, different 
analyses have been done through various population analysis methods. The electronic 









the electronic charge transferred from the acetylene or ethylene to copper halide. For 
example the estimated natural charge transferred to CuH is about 0.15 |e| when considering 
prop-1-ene whereas it rounds about 0.19 |e| when the same compound is associated to CuF. 
Apparently these two values are close, however if we analyze the natural charge on copper 
in each case the differences appear more perceptible. This shows the great effect of the 
halogen electronegativity on the strength of the interaction. In fact, the natural charge of 
copper appears close to unity when copper fluorine is considered while in CuH the metal 
holds a natural charge slightly more than the half of unity. The alteration is more noticeable 
if we focus on the CuY linkage after complexation (see table 1S in supporting info). 
By analyzing the linkage in CuY we can also understand the reactivity of these complexes. 
If we focus primarily on CuH, for the isolate molecule the bond appears close to covalency
with a Wiberg bonding index (WBO) close to 1. For complexes throughout the different 
substituents this bond appears electrostatic with an appreciable covalent character. The 
WBO in the set of acetylene and ethylene is in the range between 0.690-0.760. On the other 
hand, in the copper halide and precisely in CuF the strength of the interaction evolves to a 
pronounced electrostatic bonding between the metal and the halogen. In fact, if in the 
isolate specie the Wiberg index is close to 0.6 in the complex this quantity oscillates from 
0.3 to 0.35. So, our findings agreed with theoretical and experimental evidence that states 
that p systems bind metal cations by electrostatic interactions. This can be ratified by the 
energy decomposition applying ETS-NOCV procedure. Within this analysis the 
contribution of the electrostatic interaction appears very important in both type of systems 















   
Figure 2a: ETS-NOCV energy decomposition on the formation of the complexes with 
ethylene and Cu-X, All the different substituents are plotted as a column of different color, 
with their corresponding energy and Cu-Y system. 
Figure 2b: ETS-NOCV energy decomposition on the formation of the complexes with 
acetylene and CuY, All the different substituents are plotted as a column of different color, 
with their corresponding energy and Cu-Y system. 
If we focus deeply on the results displayed in Figures 2a-2b it is clear that the steric and 
orbital interactions participate in less extent than Pauli and the electrostatic components. 
Analyzing the effect of each substituent on the interaction of CuY might show the 
differences between complexes. So, the highest energy contribution to the electrostatic 
















   
seems that contrarily to chemical intuition, which would predict that steric contributions are 
the most important, they counterbalance the effect with Pauli repulsion, where CuY species 
are the ones that are driving all the changes. With respect to the steric contribution it is 
higher for C(F)3 + CuF and C(Cl)3 + CuF association. This might be expected due to the 
electronic repulsion coming from the valence shell electrons on both ethylene and copper 
monomers. 
Regarding the energy decomposition of acetylene complex, listed by substituent and copper 
salt, the behavior along the set of studied compounds is slightly similar as the ethylene 
complexes with some marked differences in certain substituents (see figure 2b). The major 
electrostatic energy is located at CF3 + CuCl and C(CH3)3 + CuCl. Again here, it seems that 
copper salt plays a major role in these systems, the largest contribution is with the bulkiest 
and free rotating substituent C(CH3)3, which also presents a marked Pauli energy, due to 
the repulsions between electrons of the p cloud and halide copper. 
It is worth noting that the orbital energy component in the interaction energy for all the 
studied compounds has an important participation in the attractive component of the total 
energy of the association between hydride/halide copper and the organic moiety. In fact, a 
percentage of the orbital energy oscillates from 32 to 40 % of the attractive energy, which 
show a great stabilizing electronic exchange between Cu-Y orbitals and the, p/p * , orbitals 
of the double/triple bond of ethylene and acetylene. In fact, the examination of the 
perturbation at the second order in NBO population analysis shows a higher energy 
between empty and occupied orbitals of the involved fragments. Thus, for the CuH 
interacting with propylene the electronic donation from copper pC=C orbital to the anti-
bonding s*Cu-H orbital is estimated about 152 kJ/mol while the retro-donation from the Cu 
4d orbital to the antibonding p*C=C accounts for about 150 kJ/mol. These values are 
substantially increased when the hydrogen attached to the metal is replaced by fluorine 
showing a great electronic exchange in the linkage of copper halide with ethylene 
derivative. The electronic donation from pC=C to s*Cu-F orbital reaches about 202 kJ/mol 
where CF3 is involved while the back-donation form Cu 4d to p*C=C orbital attains about 


















Figure 3: Correlation between Deformation energy and second-order orbital interaction 
energy involving copper 4d orbital and the anti-bonding p orbital of the double bond (a) 














It is thus evident that the electronic donation and back-donation from empty to occupied 
orbitals play an important role in the orbital energy component of the interaction energy. 
Furthermore it can be related to the deformation of the fragments under interaction. As it 
has been cited above even though there are no appreciated structural changes that justify
sufficiently the values of the deformation energies the electronic and orbital reorganization
upon association are essential in the interaction of hydride/halide copper with ethylene and 
acetylene. To understand the effect of the substituent on the deformation energy we can 
trace the variation of donation and back-donation energy of the set of compounds under 
study. That is, the energy deformation correlates well with the energy of the electronic 
back-donation from Cu(4d) to p*C=C in ethylene (see Figure 3a). In Acetylene the 
correlation is not as good as in the previous case yet still significant. This can be explained 
basically, by the presence of the triple bond so the anti-bonding p*C=C orbital might be 
oriented differently for some compounds. The main conclusion that we can keep from this 
relationship is that the perturbation is raised by the 4d orbital of the metal which jointly 
with electronegative effect of the halogen are enhancing or reducing the interaction 
between the halide/hydride copper and the organic moiety. The ELF analysis together with 
the QTAIM analysis could corroborate this assumption. On Figure 4 is presented the ELF 
analysis on some representative isomers that are included in this work, such as ethylene and 
acetylene complexes with CuH and CuF, the substituents of the unsaturated chain were 
chosen to address the difference on the electronegativity present of the bulkier substituent 
CX3 (X=H, F, OH) and analyzing the change of electronegativity on the bond formed with 
the copper salt. 
At ethylene it can be seen that all the CuH complexes present almost identical zones, where 
the basin of the p---Cu bond is well defined as a zone with an electronic charge between the 
p bond and the copper salt. These basins are with an ELF value about 0.5 by a simple 
observation of Figure 4. The electron density for this zone can be estimated quantitatively if 
the QTAIM is checked. In fact, the electron density at the bond critical points of the bonds 
formed between copper and the carbon atoms of the ethylene are about 0.09 a.u. showing a 
strong interaction in this zone. This value is practically constant for the different 
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substituents. When CuF-ethylene complex is analyzed a yellow region, in the ELF analysis, 
appears on the interacting carbon atoms showing the increase of the interaction gained by 
the fluoride copper. The ELF is about 0.7 in this case proving a presence of higher 
interaction between these moieties. The electron density at the BCPs of the bonds involved 
appears also increased. In this case the values are about 0.1 u.a. 
CuH CuF 
CuH CuF 








































HC CCF3CH2 CHCF3 
CC(OH)3CH2 CH(OH)3 HC 
1 0.5 0 
ELF Value 
Figure 4: ELF (bottom) and QTAIM (top) analysis on the formed complexes with ethylene 
and acetylene substituted with CH3, CF3 and C(OH)3. The figure is divided on the columns 










On acetylene, the CuH and CuF complexes present the same characteristics as in the case of 
ethylene. The disynaptic basins of the interaction between copper and triple bond appears 
clearly within an electronic density on the bcp about 0.112 u.a. The effect of the substituent 
in this case is more notorious than in the case of ethylene. So between acetylene and 
ethylene, substituted by t-butyl group in their interaction with CuF, the density at the bcp 
between carbon and the metal appears increased by about 0.012 u.a. The p-cloud of the 
triple bond is probably responsible of the augmentation of the interaction strength and so its 
interaction energy in agreement with the above discussion.  
3. Conclusions. 
We have studied the CuX p-interaction with unsaturated systems such as ethylene and 
acetylene using different electron donating and withdrawing substituents at B3LYP/6-
311+G(3df,2p)//B3LYP /6-311G(d,p) level. 
The substituent withdrawing effect was revealed to be the most important factor directing 
the differences of the interaction energy along the separated structures (Cu-X and the 
unsaturated system). The deformation energy of the complex appears especially more 
perturbed when a strong withdrawing substituent as CF3 is involved. Even though the 
deformation energy is important when forming these complexes, the structural perturbation 
is not redundant since the bonding of Cu-H, Cu-Cl and Cu-F still quite constant upon 
complexation. 
When analyzing the electronic changes, the halogen impact on the Cu charge is important, 
the changes on the Wiberg indexes indicate that the complexation bonds between ethylene, 
acetylene and copper systems are mostly electrostatic, confirming previous experimental 
evidence. 
The ETS-NOCV index indicates that the electrostatic interactions are very important in 
both unsaturated systems, especially on CuF complexes and ethylene, being higher with 
C(OH)3 and C(CH3)3. Pauli repulsion also plays an important role, counterbalancing the 
interactions. In acetylene, the same behavior is obtained, the most important interactions 








           
            




NBO second perturbation energy values indicate that the most important electrostatic effect 
which stabilizes the complex, is between Cu-X orbitals and p/p* orbitals of ethylene and 
acetylene. Being the most important the back donation of the Cu 4d orbital to p* at the 
unsaturated systems. 
The Cu 4d-p* interaction highly correlates with Edef, indicating the nature of the 
deformation energy on the complex formation, being higher on Cu-F complexes with 
ethylene and acetylene. The perturbation is raised by the 4d orbital of the metal along with 
the electronegativity of the halogen and hydride, enhancing or reducing the interaction.
ELF and QTAIM analysis showed that CuF presents the higher interaction with ethylene, 
and higher electron densities at the BCPs of the involved bonds. With acetylene complex, 
the same behavior is observed. 
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